


Just because we may be celebrating differently doesn’t 
mean we shouldn’t celebrate.  Now, more than ever, life’s 

milestones should be marked with love.  After all, it’s 
sure to be an occasion you’ll never forget.

20 WAYS TO SHOW 
YOUR LOVE IN 2020



GRADUATION GIFT
Dear 2020 Graduates:

You’ve come so far, now it’s time to celebrate 
how much further you’ll go.
Fly away on brilliant wings, soar like a 
butterfly with a beautiful pendant you’ll wear 
everyday to remind you the sky’s the limit.

A golden tassel marks the moment you 
graduated, an accomplishment you’ll have 
with you your entire life.

And a pair of elegant yet understated earrings 
will take you far—from the top of the class to 
the boardroom and beyond.

1.) Princess Butterfly Pendant- 7771771AJ18X- Retail: $1,850
2.) Princess Tassel- 7772977AY33X- Retail: $2,950
3.) Palazzo Studs- 7772792AYERX- Retail: $1,350

1.) 2.) 3.)



BIRTHDAY GIFT
This year may not count toward your age, 
but that doesn’t mean it should be forgotten!

Jewelry is the funfetti we all need right now, 
and Roberto Coin has the icing on the 
cake—wardrobe essentials you’ll treasure 
forever.

A Diamonds-by-the-Inch chain is substantial 
enough to wear on its own everyday, and 
you can choose the number of diamonds.

Our iconic Pois Moi bangle is the treat 
you’ve always wanted and deserve more 
than ever.  Wear it to wave at your friends 
and family during your drive-by birthday 
party!

4.) Two-Tone Dogbone DBI- 001824AJCHX0- Retail: $1,820
5.) Pois Moi Bangle- 888523AJBAXS- Retail: $4,300

4.) 5.)



ENGAGEMENT GIFT

It’s just not the same to hear a proposal 
story over a video chat…but if you can’t sip 
champagne and dish the details in person, 
you can still mark the moment with a 
meaningful gift.

Match the sparkle of her smile with a pair of 
Perfect Diamond Hoops™--like her ring, 
she’ll wear them everyday.  Another classic 
diamond gift that lets her happiness shine 
for all to see is a single-stone diamond 
pendant.  Our classic bezel setting highlights 
every facet of her joy.

6.) 7.)

6.) Perfect Diamond Hoops 23 mm- 000568AWERX0- Retail: $6,000
7.) Single Bezel 20 pt Diamond Pendant- 001954AWCH20- Retail: $950



ANNIVERSARY GIFT

As you’re flipping through albums and 
laughing at lapels and hairstyles, at Aunt 
Velma’s beehive and Cousin Frank’s sweet 
dance moves, pause and consider what an 
accomplishment an anniversary is.

Give her a gift that’s as lasting as your love, 
and one she’ll wear everyday in celebration.

Our Venetian Princess sautoir necklace can 
be worn 12 different ways—a testament to 
her flexibility.  And the classic Princess 
bangle shows that everyday, she’s your 
queen.  She deserves it.

8.) 9.)

8.) Venetian Princess Mother of Pearl Sautoir- 8882785AH33X- Retail: $7,400 
9.) Princess Bangle- 7771211AXBAX- Retail: $5,900



JUST BECAUSE GIFT
These times have been tough on all of us, and 
when every day feels the same it’s hard to be 
surprised.

Our recipe for an extraordinary moment:

- A handwritten invitation to a picnic for two 
(sign it “PS: I love you”)

- A blanket on the living room floor (or the front 
yard)

- A bottle of champagne you’ve been saving for 
something special

- A jewelry gift, just because, like a stretchy 
bracelet to add to her stack or a timeless 
Designer Gold hoop

Trust us, it works.

10.) 11.)

10.) Venetian Princess Stretchy Bracelet- 7773048AYLBXP- Retail: $2,200
11.) Designer Gold 45 mm Hoops- 556023AYER00- Retail: $720



PUSH GIFT

Oh baby!

A long-awaited little one is cause for 
celebration indeed, and you’ll be telling the 
story of their birth for a long time to come.

Give the story more meaning with a gift you 
won’t outgrow (and can pass along in the 
years to come).  

Our Petite Venetian Princess pendant is 
delicate enough for daily wear but precious 
enough for generations to come.  And keep 
that baby close to your heart with a Tiny 
Treasure Love Letter—perfect for layering 
or wearing as your one and only.

12.) 13.)

12.) Petite Venetian Princess Pendant- 7772985AYCHX- Retail: $1,300 
13.) Tiny Treasure Love Letter- 001634AWCHX__- Retail; $580



PARENTS DAY

Parents’ Day was established to “recognize, 
uplift, and support the role of parents in the 
rearing of children.”  As families have spent 
more time together, appreciating parents for 
their contributions is especially meaningful 
now.

What better than a Verona bangle, from the 
city of love itself, to recognize a parent’s 
love?  Or share the simple significance of a 
Tiny Treasure heart pendant, the universal 
symbol of unconditional love.

14.) 15.)

Sunday, July 26th, 2020

14.) Verona Bangle- 8882970AWBAX- Retail: $4,950
15.) Tiny Treasure Open Heart- 001616AWCHX0- Retail: $600



GRANDPARENTS DAY

A nine-year old child first suggested 
establishing a Grandparents’ Day holiday in 
1969—a testament to the special bond 
shared by children and their grandparents. 

Even when you can’t hug them or show 
your love in person, share something to 
represent your appreciation for the love and 
guidance they’ve always given.

A Princess locket is the perfect way to wear 
photos of their little princes and princesses 
right next to their hearts.  For the more 
modern set, a crossover Primavera cuff is a 
hug for the wrist—and a reminder that 
better days are coming soon.

16.) 17.)

Sunday, September 23rd, 2020

16.) Princess Locket- 7771798AY34X- Retail: $6,400
17.) Primavera Criss-Cross Cuff- 5574003AYBA0- $2,750



MILESTONE GIFTS
So many milestones have been postponed or 
rescheduled…don’t let them be forgotten!

18.) 19.) 20.)
18.) Tiny Treasure By Cross- 001883AWCHX0- Retail: $580
19.) 5 Station Diamond by Inch- 001316AWCHD0- Retail: $1,080
20.) Tiny Treasure Star of David- 001610AWCHX0- Retail: $580

• Communion
• Baptism
• Bat Mitzvah
• Prom
• Postponed 

Wedding Day

• Bridal Shower
• Baby Shower
• Father-Daughter 

Dance



Click to view additional information on our website: www.robertocoin.com

http://www.robertocoin.com/

